Cots might object that such criticisms represent a 'utilitarian view of education ' (ibid.: 338) . They may seem parochial too because limited to Australian government school affairs; but they seem to me an important topic for debate in ELT.
The philosophical assumptions behind

CDA
Of more interest to my critical attitude to CDA are its philosophical assumptions about language use and discourse. Cots offers these assumptions up in a condensed form: 'language use is (a) questionable and problematic (b) reflects social/ideological processes and (c) constitutes, at the same time, a resource to act upon these processes ' (ibid.: 336) . Many ideas imported from cultural studies lie behind these assumptions, and they require explanation. They also require justification to English teachers like myself who are not convinced that much language use does reflect ideological processes, and who are therefore not convinced that their students should employ CDA techniques in their learning activities.
Cots does not really explain the connection between language use and discourse. But since he also cites Teun Van Dijk's work in CDA approvingly, I assume he shares Van Dijk's view that 'language use, text, talk, verbal interaction, and communication' are 'studied under the broad label of 'discourse ' (2003) . From Cots' critical perspective, discourse consists of 'ideologically determined ways of talking or writing about persons, places, events or phenomena' and is a 'mode of social practice that is both structured by society and, at the same time, contributes to structuring that same society'. He adds that in critical analysis, discourse is understood as 'shaped by relations of power and ideology' and is 'used to construct social identities, social relations, and systems of knowledge and belief' (ibid.: 339).
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There are problems in Cots' CDA inspired discussions of ideology and discourse. Although Cots is not very clear about what ideology is, Van Dijk does provide a definition: 'Ideologies are the fundamental beliefs of a group and its members'. He adds that 'much of our discourse, especially when we speak as members of groups, expresses ideologically based opinions' but they 'are often about important social and political issues . . . namely those issues that are relevant for a group and its existence' 'rather than about trivial everyday things ' (Van Dijk 2003) . Now I would think that since much of our discourse is about 'trivial, everyday things' and does not relate to our group (gender, racial, political) memberships, ideology does not often intrude into it. But Cots goes even further than Van Dijk. He writes as if all language use-as expressed within discourse-is ideologically reflective.
I do not see how this could be the case. If ideological positions are so pervasive in discourse, extending even to a local, 'particular pragmatical function of a discourse move in [a] text' such as apologizing, inviting and so on (Cots op. cit.: 338) , CDA advocates need to show how those positions can be accurately read into it. I have my doubts, so I am most unwilling to have my students hunt after ideologies in their reading activities. We might speak of the practices and discourse of political parties, business lobby groups, trade unions and activist organizations as ideologically reflective, even 'shaped by relations of power and ideology' (Cots op. cit.: 339) . But it is a gross confusion to speak of discourse at large as having these characteristics.
A final problem is that Cots' proposed learning activities fail to implement his CDA approach-although that is perhaps a good thing. He faults an English textbook activity accompanying a text about the Amish because it 'fails to show how the ideological structures used in the text contribute to a global meaning representing a particular ideological position' (ibid.: 338). His own proposed supplementary activities for the Amish reading passage will, amongst other things, help learners reflect on 'how the textual representation is shaped by the ideological positions of its producer(s) ' (ibid.: 338) . So I would expect that a passage on the customs and cultural prohibitions of the Amish people titled An unusual community is ripe for something like post-colonial analysis, with the 'particular ideological position' of the writer found to represent a hegemonic, globalizing discourse which constitutes and marginalizes the Amish's social identities as subaltern, exotic 'others'. Thankfully, the reading activity questions Cots places under the headings of 'Social practice', 'Discourse practice', or 'Textual practice' (ibid.: 339-41) would not lead students to an analysis like this. The An unusual community text Cots cites is open to less ideologically-fixated interpretations than the post-colonial variety, and Cots' activity questions allow for such openness. So why get students to reflect on (probably spurious) attributions of ideological position when they could be doing the more constructive exercises he actually recommends? The same point holds for the comparative analysis task Cots proposes for analysing a simplified ESL reader version of A Room with a View alongside the original version (ibid.: 341-6). While it is useful to understand the relationship between writer and reader through the assumptions the former makes about the latter's literary and cultural competencies (ibid.: 345-6) this does not seem to get students close to the analyses that Cots, Van Dijk, or Pennycook advocate. Unless Cots can better exemplify and justify his CDA principles, he should find a less contentious pedagogical theory to frame his reading activity suggestions. Foucault: 'discourse transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it . . .' (Foucault 1990: 101) . I suspect that CDA advocates like Cots veer confusedly between cultural theory and linguistics in their own understandings of discourse.
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